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Beauty is in the Phi of the beholder
Amber Heard
has world’s most
beautiful face …
according to the
ancient Greeks
Sophia Sleigh

I’ll have
Rod Kitson
A RESTAURATEUR is challenging diners to guess what they are ordering for
dinner — by launching a menu written
in emojis.
The Little Yellow Door in Notting Hill
is running the specials menu through
the summer, with guests placing orders
via WhatsApp.
Owner Kamran Dehdashti, 34, hopes
it will get a thumbs up and not leave
diners at the house party-themed venue
with a crying-in-frustration face. He
said: “We like to embrace technology
and we thought this could be a cool way
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HOW THE STANDARD MEASURED UP

NIGEL HOWARD

ACTRESS Amber Heard has the most
beautiful face in the world, according
to a 21st-century take on the ancient
mathematical ratio that holds the key
to perfection.
Technology developed by a Harley
Street physician maps a face digitally
and uses the geometrical ratio Phi to
analyse 12 facial markers.
Phi forms the basis of the “Golden
Ratio”, which architects, artists and
mathematicians have used for centuries to create works of art. For ancient
Greeks it was the ideal against which
everything must be compared.
Dr Julian De Silva takes the Golden
Ratio as perfection, with the ratio between various facial markers expressed
as a percentage in comparison.
According to his analysis Heard’s face
scores 91.85 per cent, making it the most
perfect — or beautiful — in the world.
Her nose was nearly perfect, scoring
99.7 per cent.
Fellow actress Scarlett Johansson has
the edge on eyes, however — they scored
95.95 per cent. Rihanna’s eyes were
ranked the second most beautiful, on
95.85 per cent. Second to Heard overall
was Kim Kardashian, on 91.39 per cent,
followed by Kate Moss on 91.06 per cent
and actress Emily Ratajkowski on 90.8
per cent. Dame Helen Mirren had the
sixth most beautiful face, with a score
of 89.93 per cent, followed by Johansson on seventh with 89.82 per cent.
Dr De Silva, a cosmetic surgeon, said:
“If you look at the height of the nose in
proportion to the width of the nose that
will give you a ratio you can correlate
with the Golden Ratio.
“If it is perfectly in line with the
Golden Ratio then it would be 100 per
cent. You can apply that similar principle to other parts of the face.” He said
his technology could also be used to
help cosmetic surgery patients, such
as people disfigured in accidents.
But he appreciates that beauty is in
the eye of the beholder. “When we talk
about beauty and attractive faces it’s
generally a very subjective description
of what makes someone beautiful,” he
said. “It’s difficult to put it in objective
@SophiaSleigh
measurements.”

with my

THE Standard put Dr
De Silva’s methods to the
test at his surgery in
Hammersmith. The
experience began with a
brief consultation, before a
camera and a torch were
inserted into my nostrils and
a digital caliper was used to
take my measurements, left.
High-resolution
photographs were taken of
my face and I waited

anxiously for my shots to
be analysed. Out came a
grumpy-looking snap,
complete with multicoloured lines all over my
face.
I can see how such
measurements could help
guide surgery but think I’ll
stick with the old proverb
that “beauty is in the eye
of the beholder”.
Sophia Sleigh
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, please … Will diners give emoji menu

Host: Kamran
Dehdashti admits
“buffalo wings
with crudités and
blue cheese sauce
takes a bit of
working out”

to engage with our audience, get them
to WhatsApp what they want to eat, and
we bring it to them. Emojis are now
really part of everyday conversation.
“When we first opened we pioneered
doing all our bookings by WhatsApp.

The reason being that if you were going
over to someone’s house, you’d probably text or WhatsApp them.”
Dishes and cocktails are spelled out
with the emoticons, ranging from “easy
to not-so-easy” to work out, he said.
“The Yellow Door house punch has a
yellow heart, a door, a house emoji
then the punch. You’d figure that out.
“Buffalo chicken wings with crudités
and blue cheese sauce, that takes a little bit of working out. But that’s the
whole point — it’s fun. Worst-case scenario, you can always ask the waiter.”
The long-running pop-up at 68 Notting Hill Gate, which changes its cuisine

according to the nationality of whichever “flatmate” — or member of staff
— has “moved in”, currently has American-inspired beef, chicken and vegetarian offerings on its menu.
“We didn’t do too many options
because that’s when it starts looking a
little bit crazy,” Mr Dehdashti added.
“What emoji reaction will it get from
the diners? Surprise in a happy way,
tears of laughter — I hope it won’t be
tears and a sad face!”
Mr Dehdashti, who used to run a club
with Ronnie Wood’s son Tyrone and
organised parties for Formula One,
said there was a trend away from clubs

?

towards bars in London. “People are
more in love with the unofficial brands,
the independents,” he said. “There are
some nightclubs where they are massively overpriced, people are sitting
around trying to look too cool, paying
£400 for a bottle of vodka — people
want something real and authentic.
“They can go and eat Peruvian food
in someone’s house and meet the amazing chef, it’s a totally new experience
for probably £35 a head — ‘so why am
I paying £400 for a bottle that cost this
club £6?’ People who are in their midtwenties would much rather be in a bar,
hanging out, than in a nightclub.”

